Abstract. Let X be a vector subspace of R^, where 1 < N < oo and let Aj > 0 be a strictly positive sequence. It is proved that if two random vectors 77 = (rjj) and £ = ((j), on holds eventually for all large multiindices (ni,n2,... ,njv). Finally we characterize those finite signed measures fi on X so that
Introduction
It has been recently proved by G.D. Lin and Y.H. Too (see [LT] ) that if 00 (1) ^ g{x)x n e~X x dx = const, a for all n > no, and if g is integrable, then g = 0 almost everywhere on (a, 00). Following [Fu] we say that eventually constant moment sequences are determinate in the class of densities g(x)e~X x , where g 6 I/ 1 (a, 00). Our We say that F is strictly m-complete if Z? is the empty set (in particular the system of identities (2) has a unique solution in £).
The following two problems are addressed in this paper:
• Given a family M. of real sequences m and a class £ C M(X) find a sequence (indexed family) of Borel functions on X which is mcomplete on £ for every mEM. •• Given a class £ C M(X) and a m-complete family of Borel functions on X, where m is an element of a fixed family Á4 of real sequences, find the formula
The result by Lin and Too, mentioned in the beginning of the paper, may be formulated as follows THEOREM 1. (see [LT] ) Let X = (a,b) , where -oo < a < b < +oo, and L 1 (a, 6) be the class of all Lebesgue integrable functions on (a,b REMARK 2. Our restriction to study m-completeness, only for some specified classes M. and £, is essential in the light of Boas's theorem (see [C] Theorem 6.3, page 74), which asserts that given any sequence of real numbers mn there exists a signed measure (i, such that x n dfi(x) = mn.
One dimensional case
In this section we generalize and simplify the proof of Theorem 1 from [LT] . The idea of studying behaviour of derivatives of the transform of measures is also inherited from [LT] , We discuss eventually periodic sequences m, instead of constants. We say that a sequence m = (mn)n>i of real numbers is eventually d periodic, if there exists a positive L, such that mn+d = mn holds for all n > L. We begin with the following commonly known fact (see Proposition 43.1 in [P] ). For the sake of completeness of the paper and the conveninence of the reader a detailed proof is included. 
for all n > 0 is the zero measure.
If instead of (4) we assume the weaker condition Proof. We define J e i2X F(x)d/x(x) . (a,6) By (4) the function ^ is well defined and analytic on the complex halfplane E = {z € C : Im(z) > -e}, containing M. Clearly its n^ derivative is given by
Using the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem (which is applicable because of (4)) we obtain OO , \ ^ rtfc fc=0 ' (a,6) for all z = i/3, where f3 6 (-e,e). This implies -const = $(0) -0 on the halfplane E. In particular
for all teR. This implies that Proof. Applying Corollary 1 we obtain x n°( l -
= ( In the case (ii), when d is odd, for every n > 1 we have
if both 0 and 1 belong to (o, b) . After elementary transformations we obtain:
mo-mi mi
The reader finds the remaining cases easy to verify.
• REMARK 3. Some cases discussed in the above theorem are included only for the sake of completeness. If -oo < a and b < oo, then much stronger results are well known (see [B] , Chapter 12 or [S] , pages 400-403).
The next result is an easy application of our theorem and, which is a further generalization of Theorem 1 from [LT] , as absolutely continuous distributions are continuous measures. We have:
R satisfies the property (4). Suppose that m is eventually d periodic and a signed measure fi G M(a, b) satisfies
In the sequel we will need the following extension of Theorem 2. Its proof is omitted as it is a modification of the previous proof. 
The functions F\, a (x) = e~x^a,
where A > 0 and a > 1, satisfy (4). We note that if a > -oo, then for every A > 0 the function F\(x) = e~X x again satisfies (4) on (a, +oo). In particular, the sequence of functions {x n e~X x } (considered in [LT] ) forms a complete family. Sequences of functions {x n Fx jQ (a;)} or {x n F\(x)} may be substituted in Theorem 2 as well. We obtain an extension of Theorems 4 and 5 from [LT] . Proof. We define fx = fj,v -fi^ to be a signed measure, where /¿^ and are distributions of r) and £ respectively. The condition (11) (,a,b) is eventually periodic, where F satisfies (4). By the Holder inequality f(x)e~il x l E L l {a,b) and ei' x 'F(x) satisfies (4), with the coefficient e/2 instead of e. It follows from Corollary 1 that /(x)e~5' x ' = 0 a.e., hence f(x) = 0 a.e..
We also notice that an arbitrary sequence {iiin(x)}n>i of polynomials such that lin{u;n : n > 1} = lin{x n : n > no} may be used to construct 0-complete families. For instance {Ln(x)e~l x l : n = 0, 1,...}, where Ln denote the Laguerre polynomials, and the Hermite functions {x n e~x : n = 0, 1,...} are 0-complete on L p (a,b) . This is however well known (see [B] Chapter 12, [P] pages 214-217, or [S] pages 400-403).
A multidimensional moment problem
We begin this section with a brief introduction to conditional distributions. Most of the material we quote comes from [P] (see §45 and 46) and if necessary the reader is referred to this book for more details. Let X and X\ be Polish spaces with Borel a-algebras B and B\ respectively. Suppose 822 W. Bartoszek that there is given a nonnegative measure P on (X, B) and a Borel mapping II : X -> X\. The image of P is denoted by Qp,n -P o II -1 . A regular conditional distribution of II is a mapping x\ -> P Xl such that:
• for each xi G Xi, P Xl is a measure on (X, B)
• there exists a set I G B\ such that <Qp,n(-0 = 0 and for each x\ G Xi \ I we have P Xl (X \ X Xl ) = 0, where X Xl = {x G X : II(x) = xi}
• for every set A G B the mapping X\ 3 x\ -• P Xl (A) is B\ measurable and
It is well known that on Polish spaces regular conditional distributions do exist (see Proposition 46.3, page 239 in [P] ). The formula (14) can be easily extended to
where h G V- (P) .
If /x is a signed measure on (X, B) then
where is the Radon Nikodym derivative. Without loss of generality we will assume that ^y (x) = K(x) for |/x| almost all x € X, where K is a Borel function on X such that |-K"(x)| = 1 for all x G X. Now we set ¡1 = j^X) and = \fi\(X)p, Xl and finally
where A G B. Note that fi Xl is a signed Borel measure concentrated on X Xl . We have
X Again (17) can be extended to
where h G L 1 (|/x|). We write (19) n= \ n Xl dQ Mi n(xi).
X!
Now let us return to the finite dimensional moment problem and consider R n , the iV-dimensional (real) vector space with a fixed norm || • || at• Elements of R-^ will be denoted by x = (x\, X2, •. •, x^). Let X be a subset of . In the finite dimesional case condition (6) is naturally replaced by Proof. We proceed with the induction for N. If N -1 then (i), (ii), (iii) hold by Theorem 2. Now let us assume that they hold for all N -1 finite dimensional vector spaces X (we notice that in our considerations the geometry of the norm on X does not play any role as long as X remains finite dimensional). Let us denote the projection on the k^ coordinate by 7r^. Since |/xXl | < ||/x|| it follows that
Finally we obtain condition (20) (iii) As before, we begin the second step of the induction with the projection 7Ti. By Corollary 2 the measure Q|M|,7n is concentrated on the set Di U {-1,0,1}. If x\ qL .Di, then it follows from the induction assumption that fiXl is concentrated on {-1,0, l}^-1 . If x\ G D\, then simply /xXl = 0.
Therefore, for an arbitrary Borel set A C we have
From the above it is easy to infer that fi is concentrated on {-1,0,1} x R*-1 .
Applying the same arguments to other coordinates we obtain that fi is concentrated on the set Sn = {-1,0,1}^.
• If in the above theorem our conditions on mnit...>nN are relaxed further, then we obtain the following proposition which applies to continuous measures. Namely, we have: (according to the standard convention we assume that (-1)° = 1). It is worth emphasizing that if we consider only strictly positive F and nonnegative measures /¿, then the moment problem becomes trivial and a smaller class than (23) 
where n is a finite signed Borel measure on X.
LEMMA 2. Let n be a signed measure on X C X. Suppose that F : X -> R satisfies (24) . Ifm ni n2 nN -0 for all 711,712,... ,un, then supp(^i) C {x :
Proof. We define the characteristic function
x Applying the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem we obtain \<x,x* > n F(x) dn{x) = 0 x where n > 0 and ||x*||* < 1. This implies that ^(x*) = 0 for all such x*. In particular, if we consider the measure (on Borel sets B Cl)
then \s n dj/x*(s) = 0 for all n > 0, where ||x*||* < 1. It is easy to verify that . |(s) < oo. Hence by Lemma 1 is the zero measure on R. This gives
for all ||x*||* < 1 and L > 0. In particular, the characteristic function of
Using Lemma 2 the following result can be proved similarly as Theorem 4. Therefore its proof is limited to a short sketch. 
N=1
The proof of (iii) is essentially the same as Theorem 4 (iii). We simply con- 
